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Abstract

Similarity-based methods (SBM) are a generalization of the minimal distance (MD) methods which form a basis of many machine learning

and pattern recognition method. Investigation of similarity leads to a fruitful framework in which many classification methods are accommo-

dated. Probabilityp(C|X;M) of assigning classC to vectorX, given the classification modelM depends on adaptive parameters of the model

and procedures used in calculation, such as: the number of reference vectors taken into account in the neighborhood ofX, the maximum size

of the neighborhood, parameterization of the similarity measures, the weighting function estimating contributions of neighboring reference

vectors, the procedure used to create a set of reference vectors from the training data, the total cost function minimized at the training stage

and the kernel function, scaling the influence of the error on the total cost function. SBM may include several modelsM l and an interpolation

procedure to combine results of a committee of models. Neural networks, such as the Radial Basis Function (RBF) and the Multilayer Percep-

trons (MLPs) models, are included in this framework as special cases. Many new versions of similarity based methods are derived from this

framework. A few of them have been tested on a real-world data sets and very good results have been obtained.
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I. Introduction
Recently one of us [1] has presented a general framework for minimal distance methods. This framework is

extended here, leading to a new versions of neural methods and similarity distance methods. Classification is
one of the most important applications of neural systems. A review of different approaches to classification and
comparison of performance of 20 methods on 20 real world datasets has been done within theStaLog European
Community project [2]. More recently the accuracy of 24 neural-based, pattern recognition and statistical classifi-
cation systems has been compared on 11 large datasets by Rhower and Morciniec [3]. No consistent trends have
been observed in the results of these large-scale studies. For each classifier one may find a real-world dataset for
which the results will be excellent and another one for which the results will be quite bad. In real world applica-
tions a good strategy is to find the best classifier that works for given data. Frequently simple methods, such as
the nearest neighbor methods or n-tuple methods [3], are among the best. Such minimal distance methods have
natural neural realizations. A whole family of similarity-based methods is defined in this paper, allowing to choose
the best method for a given problem among members of one family. Results of several preliminary tests on a
real-world datasets for a few new versions of similarity-based methods are presented.

Some of the simplest classification algorithms applicable to pattern recognition problems are based on thek-
nearest neighbor (k-NN) rule [4]. This approach is so important that in artificial intelligence it is referred to as the
instance based learning, memory based learning or case based learning [5]. Each training data vector is labeled by
the class it belongs to and is treated as a reference vector. During classificationk nearest reference vectors to the
unknown (query) vectorX are found, and the class of vectorX is determined by a ‘majority rule’. The probability
of assigning a vectorX to classCi is p(Ci|X) = Ni/k. In the simplest case ofk = 1 only the nearest neighbor
determines the class of an unknown vector, i.e.p(Ci|X) =0 or 1. The asymptotic error rate of thek-NN classifier
in the limit of largek and large number of reference vectors becomes equal to the optimal Bayesian values [4]. In
real situations the number of reference vectors is limited and small values ofk may work better, thereforek should
be optimized for each dataset.

Because thek-NN method is so simple it is frequently used as a standard reference for other classificators
(although surprisingly very few computer programs fork-NN are around). One problem is the computational
complexity of the actual classification, demanding forn reference vectors calculation of∼ n2 distances and finding
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k smallest distances. Although Laaksonen and Oja [6] claim that “For realistic pattern space dimensions, it is hard
to find any variation of the rule that would be significantly lighter than the brute force method” various hierarchical
schemes of partitioning the data space or hierarchical clusterization are quite effective. Even without any speedup
of computations datasets with several thousand of training patterns do not present any problems on modern personal
computers. The search for the nearest neighbors is easily paralelizable and training time (selection of optimalk) is
relatively short. Nearest neighbor methods are especially suitable for complex applications, where large training
datasets are available. They are also used in the case-based expert systems as an alternative to the rule-based
systems (cf. [7] for more than 200.000 reference patterns and millions of vectors for classification).

Only one neural model proposed so far is explicitly based on the nearest neighbor rule: the Hamming network
[8] computes the Hamming distances for the binary patterns and finds the maximum overlap (minimum distance)
with the prototype vectors, realizing the 1-NN rule. Although other minimal distance methods presented here have
natural neural-network type realizations we will concentrate more on presentation of the general framework and
testing of specific methods derived from this framework, rather than on the network implementation issues since
at this initial stage implementation is of secondary importance. In the next section general framework is presented
and relations between neural and minimal distance methods explained. In the third section results of tests on real
datasets are given. A short discussion is presented in the last section.

II. A framework for the similarity-based methods
The problem of classification is stated as follows: given a set of class-labeled training vectors{X p,C(Xp)},

p = 1..K, whereC(Xp) is the class ofXp, and a vectorX of an unknown class, use the information provided
in the distanced(X,Xp) to estimate probability of classificationp(Ci|X;M), whereM describes the classification
model used (parameter values and procedures employed). The empirical risk matrixR(Ci,Cj) measures the risk of
misclassification (in the simplest caseR(Ci ,Cj) = δi j ) and the error function that should be minimized is:

E(M) = ∑
p
∑
k

R(C(Xp),Ck)p(Ck|Xp;M) (1)

wherep runs over all vectors in the training dataset,k runs over all classes andC(X p) is the true class of the
vector Xp. Parameters and procedures defining the modelM should be found that minimize the probability of
misclassification and thus maximize the probability of correct classification (although there are some differences
between the two approaches they will be ignored here).

A general model of an adaptive system used for classification may include all or some of the following:
M = {k,d(·; r),G(d(·)),{Rn},{pi(R)},E[·],K(·)), where
k is the number of reference vectors taken into account in the neighborhood ofX;
d(·; r) is the function used to compute similarities (usually distances);
r is the maximum size of the neighborhood considered;
G(d(X,Xp)) is the weighting function estimating contribution of reference vectorX p to the classification proba-
bility;
{Rn} is the set of reference vectors created from the set of training vectors{Xp} by some procedure;
pi(R) is the set of class probabilities for each reference vector
E[·] is the total cost function that is minimized at the training stage;
K(·) is a kernel function, scaling the influence of the error, for a given training example, on the total cost function.

In addition an adaptive system may include several modelsMl and an interpolation procedure to select between
different models or combine results of a committee of models. Various selections of parameters and procedures
in the context of network computations lead to different versions of similarity-based classification methods. If
the similarity function has metric properties the similarity-based method becomes the minimal distance-based
(MD) method, but here we prefer to include also functions that do not have metric properties. Several variants of
similarity-based (SB) classification methods are presented below.

k-NN networks.
In the simplest versionp(Ci|X;M) is parameterized byp(Ci|X;k,d(·),{Xn}}), and thek-NN method, in which

the whole training dataset is used as the reference set, is obtained. The distance functiond(X,Xn) is a hard-sphere
metric function with radius such that exactlyk neighboring vectorsX n fall inside it. The type of the metric (see
below) andk are the only parameters that should be optimized. Fork= 1 there is no error on the training set, but
already fork=2 the training vector near the class border may have the nearest vectors from two different classes.
Therefore the error on the training set, equal to zero fork= 1, grows fork> 1 but may decrease for larger values
of k. The leave-one-out test is recommended to optimizek using the training set data only. This type of test
is particularly easy to perform in thek-NN method since there is no learning phase, unless the metric function
is parameterized. For two-class problems oddk values are recommended to avoid ties that arise when the same



number of neighbors from different classes is found. For theL-class problemk= 1,L+1,2L+1, ...avoids the ties
but is a severe restriction on the choice ofk. Ties may be resolved either by: a) rejecting cases in which tie occur,
b) adding one or more extra neighboring vectors until the tie is broken, c) decreasing the number of neighboring
vectors d) randomly braking the tie and e) giving probabilities instead of yes-no decisions. Details of thek-NN
procedure are rarely given in practice and it is not clear which of the five possibilities is used. In our experience
adding more vectors to break the tie is preferable although differences in classification accuracy are sometimes
negligible.

The simplest error function used in optimization ofk and the selection of the type of metricd is:

E(X;k,d) =
K

∑
p=1

(1−δ(C(Xp),Cj(Xp))

Cj(X
p) ←max

j
p(Cj|Xp;M) (2)

whereC(Xp) is the true class of the vectorXp while Cj(Xp) corresponds to the bestk-NN recommendation.
This function should be minimized in respect to all adaptive parameters of the modelM (here onlyk and the type
of d). In some problems classes have natural similarity and can be ordered in such a way that a different error
is associated with predictions of similar classes than with the predictions of quite different classes. This is done
either by summing the squares of(C(Xp)−Cj(Xp))2 or in a more universal way by adding a loss (risk) matrix
(with zeros on the diagonal) to the error function:

ER(X;k,d) =
K

∑
p=1

R(C(Xp),Cj(Xp)) (3)

Neural realization of the 1-NN rule for binary patterns is afforded by the Hamming network [8]. An alternative
approach to build a network with hidden nodes realizing thehard sphere transfer functions, i.e.Θ(r−d(X,R)),
whereΘ is the Heaviside threshold function,r is the radius of the sphere andd(X,R) is the distance between the
vectorX and the reference (training) vectorR. The output units for each class sum the incoming signals from all
active hidden nodes belonging to that class. The numberNi of such units in the radiusr from the new vectorX
allows to compute the probability of classificationp(Ci|X) = Ni/∑ j Nj. From the geometrical point of view in the
input space a hard sphere is assigned to each reference vector, labeled by the name of its class, and the output unit
counts how many spheres of a given class reach the pointX. Neural realization ofk-NN method findsr for which
the sum of all network outputs∑ j Nj = k. Formally this can be done by introducing recurrent connections and
stabilizing dynamics when the “superoutput” node achieves fixed value.

r-NN algorithm.
Instead of enforcing exactlyk neighbors the radiusr may be used as an adaptive parameter. The number of

classification errors, or the probability of classificationp(Ci|X; r) = Ni/∑ j Nj, is then optimized using the leave-
one-out method or a validation set. The hard sphere transfer functions should be used in the network realization
of this algorithm.r-NN may reject some vectorsX if no reference vectors fall into ther radius ofX or if equal
probability of classification for several classes is obtained, but one could also consider a method with variabler
(increased until a unique classification is done) to avoid such problems.

Introduction of variable radiusesr i for each reference vector instead of one universal radius in the input space
improves the method further increasing the number of adaptive parameters significantly. Development along this
line leads to the Restricted Coulomb Energy (RCE) classifier introduced by Reilly, Cooper and Elbaum [9] which
may be treated as the hard limit approximation of the Gaussian-based RBF network. If no neighbors are found
around the training vectorX new spheres (reference vectors) are added with largest radius such that the sphere does
not overlap with the spheres of other classes. If the new training vector falls into the range of a sphere of a wrong
class the radius of this sphere is shrinked to leave the vector outside of the sphere. Positions of the spheres are not
optimized in the RCE algorithm (this would lead in the direction of LVQ algorithms [6]), but voting methods for
the committees of classifiers were used with success [10].

The number of radiusesri may be reduced by using only a few independent values in selected input space
areas. One could also optimize components of one radius (i.e. not just a total distance but separate distances for
individual input features), but this would give the same result as optimization of the metric function described
below. To reduce the number of parameters variable radiuses should be attached only to the centers of clusters. To
assure smooth transition between different regions of the input space interpolation of ther values from the nearest
cluster centers is recommended.

Soft weighting k-NN and NN-r algorithms.



Nearest reference vectors should influence probabilities of classification more strongly than farther laying neigh-
bors. Changing the hard sphere transfer functions into smoother functions allows to include such weights. The fa-
vorite fuzzy logic membership function isthe conical radial function: zero outside the radiusr and 1−d(X,R)/r
inside this radius. Classification probability is calculated by the output node using the formula:

p(Ci|X; r) =
∑n∈Ci

G(X;Rn, r)

∑nG(X;Rn, r)
;

G(X;R, r) = max

(
0,1− d(X,R)

r

)
(4)

HereG(X;R, r) is the weight estimating contribution of reference vector at the distanced(X,R). In the soft
NN-r algorithm ther parameter is optimized. Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks using Gaussian or inverse
multiquadratic transfer functions are a particular example of the soft weighting minimal distance algorithm. Other
useful weighting functions include a combination of two sigmoidal functions:σ(||X−R n||−r)−σ(||X−Rn||+r).

One may also try to use variabler equal to the distance to thek-th neighbor and use the weighting function
for the vectors inside this radius. Ifr k is the distance to thek-th neighbor andr k ≥ ri , i = 1..k−1 then a conical
weighting functionG(d) = 1−d/αr k,α > 1 has valuesG(0) = 1 andG(rk) = 1−1/α; for largeα the cone is very
broad and all vectors receive the same attention; forα approaching 1 the furthest neighbor has weight approaching
zero. Minimal distance system with optimizedα cannot be less accurate thank-NN. The effect of weighting is
more pronounced for largerk values. Ifk is taken as the number of all remaining training vectors andα is optimized
the results should be close to ther-NN method but if bothk andα are optimized the results should be better.

The cost function is either a classification error (as for the hard-distance case) or – since continuos output values
are provided – minimization of risk for overall classification:

ER(M) =∑
i,X

R(Ci,C(X))
[
p(Ci |X;M)−δ(Ci,C(X))

]2 (5)

where the sum runs over all training vectorsX, C(X) is the true class of vectorX, R(Ci,Cj) is the risk matrix,
andM specifies parameters of the classifier. To minimize the leave-one-out error the sum runs over all training
examplesXp and the model used to specify the classifier should not contain theX p vector in the reference set while
p(Ci|Xp) is computed.

Wettschereck and Aha [24] propose the hyperbolic weighting scheme:

p(C|X;M)=
∑R∈Ok(X)δ(C(X),C)1/(d(X,R)+ ε)

∑R∈Ok(X)1/(d(X,R)+ ε)
(6)

whereOk(X) is the neighborhood ofX containingk reference vectorsR.

Parameterization of similarity measures
Calculation of similarities is most often reduced to the Euclidean metric for continuos inputs and Hamming met-

ric for binary inputs. In a more general approach let us first define one-dimensional similarity functionsδ i(Ai ,Bi).
This may be:

δi(Ai ,Bi) = Ai−Bi a simple difference (7)

δi(Ai ,Bi) = |Ai−Bi | an absolute value of the difference (8)

δi(Ai ,Bi) =
Ai−Bi

Maxi−Mini
renormalized difference (9)

δi(Ai ,Bi) =
Ai−Bi

4σi
standardized difference (10)

δi(Ai ,Bi) = δ(Ai ,Bi) overlap difference (11)

where in the last case Kroneker delta is used andAi = X
(p)
i , or it is a preprocessed value of thei-th component

of theX(p) vector. One-dimensional similarity functions may also be taken as the probabilistic value difference:

δVD
i (Ai ,Bi)

α =∑
j

∣∣p(Cj |Ai)− p(Cj |Bi)
∣∣α =∑

j

∣∣∣∣N(Cj|Ai)

N(Ai)
− N(Cj|Bi)

N(Bi)

∣∣∣∣
α

(12)

whereN(Ai) is the number of vectors in the dataset with the attributei equal to the valueAi andN(Cj|Ai) is the
number of such vectors belonging to the classCj . Minkowski’s metric involves one exponentα which has already
been included in the definition of the value difference. Typical distance function compute:

d(A,B)α =
N

∑
i

δi(Ai ,Bi)
α (13)

d(A,B) = max
i

δi(Ai ,Bi) Maximum Value (14)



In memory-based reasoning the Modified Value Difference Metric (MVDM) has gained popularity [7]. The
distance between twoN-dimensional vectorsA,B with discrete (for example symbolic) elements, in aK class
problem, is computed using conditional probabilities:

dMVDM(A,B) =
N

∑
i

K

∑
j
(p(Cj |Ai)− p(Cj |Bi)) =

N

∑
i

δVD
i (Ai ,Bi) (15)

Similarity is defined here via a data-dependent matrix with the number of rows equal to the number of classes
and the number of columns equal to the number of all attributes. Generalization for continuos values requires a set
of probability density functionspi j (x), with i = 1..K, j = 1..N. This distance function may be used for symbolic
values and combined with other distance functions for continuos attributes.

Scaling factors multiplying one-dimensional similarity functions allow to include different contributions of d-
ifferent attributes and are very useful global parameters. Minkowski’s distance with the scaling factors is defined
as:

d(A,B;s)α =
N

∑
i

siδi(Ai ,Bi)
α; si ≥ 0 (16)

Euclidean metric corresponds toα = 2, which is completely isotropic, and Manhattan metric toα = 1, which is
less sensitive to the directions parallel to the axis than to the directions between the axis. In fact the unit contour
is a circle for Euclidean and a square (with vertices in(0,±1) and(±1,0)), approaching a square with vertices at
(±1,±1) for largeα and a concave 4-arm star forα going to zero. Many methods of selecting optimal scaling
factors for features were reviewed by Wettschereck et al. [24].

Defining the scalar product and the norm:

〈A|B〉=
N

∑
i=1

AiBi ; ||A||2 = 〈A|A〉 (17)

several other distance functions are defined:

dc(A,B) = 1− 〈A|B〉
||A||||B|| Cosine distance (18)

dd(A,B) = 1− 2〈A|B〉
||A||2+||B||2 Dice distance (19)

dJ(A,B) = 1− 〈A|B〉
||A||2+||B||2−〈A|B〉 Jaccard distance (20)

dC(A,B) =
δi(Ai ,Bi)

δi(Ai ,−Bi)
generalized Camberra distance (21)

Additional parameters that may be optimized are either global or local (different for each reference vector). In
the simplest version of the RBF algorithm with Gaussian functions only one parameter – dispersion – is optimized.
Independent optimization of allN components of dispersion vector has the same effect as optimization of the
scaling factorsgi in soft-weighted NN-r method. Scaling is the simplest way of pre-processing the attributes.
The scaling factors facilitate feature selection in an automatic way. Admitting onlysi = 0,1 allows for simplified
optimization of the scaling factors for feature selection.

In some applications similarities are not symmetric. The simplest extension to non-symmetric similarity function
is by introducing different scaling factors, depending on the sign ofAi −Bi difference, for example:

dn(A,B;g)α =
N

∑
i
(max(0,si+(Ai −Bi))−min(0,si−(Ai −Bi)))

α ; si ≥ 0 (22)

This function provides 2N adaptive parameters. Mahalanobis distance is obtained by applying a particular linear
transformation to the input vectors. Alternatively, a metric tensorGi j = Gji is introduced, providingN(N+1)/2
adaptive parameters:

d(A,B;G)2 =
N

∑
i, j

Gi j (Ai −Bi)(Aj −Bj ) (23)

Any adaptive system may provide a distance function for SB methods. For example [11], a typical MLP network
may be trained on the differences of pairs of vectors{Ai−Bi}, giving at the output the distance between the classes
||C(A)−C(B)||. The output of the neural network is then used ink-NN or other SB procedure. A better way is
to input to MLP bothA andA−B = {di(Ai)−di(Bi)} vectors, wheredi(·) is a set of attribute pre-processing
functions (for example, scaling factors). A similarity function (it does not have all properties required from the



distance function, for example it is not symmetric)d(A−B;A), smoothly changing between different regions
of the input space, is obtained iteratively: for each training vectork nearest neighbors are selected using initial
similarity estimation, and after the first epoch the process is repeated using the new similarity function.

In general one should create a distance function that minimizes in-class distances and maximizes between-
class distances. A very convenient function of this sort is based on a combination of sigmoidal functions in each
dimension:

Ai = ϕi(xi ;ai,bi,ci) =
Ki

∑
j=1

ai j σ(bi j Xi +ci j ) (24)

whereKi determines the number of steps in the smoothed sigmoidal step function. ReplacingAi andBi in the
Minkowski’s metric with these functions allows to model classes obtained with logical rules.

Calculation of distances may also be parameterized in a different way around each reference vector, providing
a large number of adaptive parameters. Local coordinate systems with their origin placed at the reference vectors
may provide either local scaling factors or local metric tensors.

Active selection of reference vectors.
In MD method one should avoid large number of reference vectors. Reducing the number of vectors in the refer-

ence set leads to models of lower complexity and helps to improve generalization capabilities of the classification
system. K-means, dendrograms or other clusterization techniques are used to select a relatively small number of
initial reference vectors close to the cluster centers. Classification accuracy is checked on the remaining set (us-
ing k-NN or r-NN algorithm) and each wrongly classified vector is moved from the training to the reference set.
Variants of this approach my use a validation set to determine best candidates for the reference set.

An alternative approach that does not require initial clusterization starts from the whole training set and removes
those vectors that have allk nearest vectors from the same class. These vectors are far from cluster borders and all
new vectors in their neighborhood will be anyway unambiguously classified. This approach leads to a “hollow”
cluster representation. Here one may start with a large number of neighborsk′ to remove vectors near the centers
of clusters first and reduce it tok in a few steps. An interesting algorithm to select good reference vectors is:
run over all vectorsX, determinek nearest vectors from each class different thanC(X) and move these vectors
to the reference set. This algorithm leaves only vectors near the class borders. Reducing the number of vectors
in the reference set leads to models of lower complexity and helps to improve generalization capabilities of the
classification system.

Parameterization of reference vectors
Active selection of reference vectors may eliminate many training vectors from the reference set. Further op-

timization of their positions should decrease the training error. The reference vectorR n in the neighborhood of
training vectorX should be updated as follows:

R←R+ηδ±(C(X),C(R))(X−R) (25)

Hereη is the learning rate, slowly decreasing during training, andδ± is +1 if the classC(X) = C(R) or −1
otherwise. Various rules for moving centersR are used: moving only the nearest neighbor, moving allk neighbors
by the same amount, using distance-dependentη etc. [6]. One can also optimize a subset of vectors, for example
only those that are close to the center of clusters.

Virtual Support Vectors (VSV) may be added to the reference set to improve classification rates. The simplest
approach is to interpolate between existing training vectors and add VSV between vectors of different classes that
are near to each other. In cases when data clusters belonging to different classes are far from each other VSV help
to shift decision borders between classes, improving generalization. If the clusters mix with each other or are very
close VSV are not created at all because the vectors from different classes will be closer than a minimum threshold
value.

Selection of the kernel function and the error function The choice of kernel function in the measure of
classification error should also be discussed. In local regression based on the minimal distance approaches [12] the
error function is simply

E(X;M) =∑
i

K(d(Xi,Rre f))(F(Xi ;M)−yi)2 (26)

whereyi are the desired values forXi andF(Xi ;M) are the values predicted by the modelM; here the kernel
functionK(d) measures the influence of the reference vectors on the total error. For example ifK(d) has a sharp
high peak aroundd = 0 the functionF(X;M) will fit the values corresponding to the reference input vectors
almost exactly and will make large errors for other values. This is not quite the same as the weighting function



G(d) which is used to estimate the distance. In classification problems kernel function will determine the size of
the neighborhood around the known cases in which accurate classification is required.

The cost function is either a classification error (as for the hard-distance case) or – since continuos output values
are provided – minimization of risk for overall classification:

ER(X;M)= ∑
i,p

R(Ci ,C(X
p))

[
p(Ci|Xp;M)−δ(Ci,C(X

p))
]2

(27)

where the sum runs over all training vectorsX, C(X) is the true class of vectorX p, R(Ci,Cj) is the risk matrix,
andM specifies parameters of the classifier. To minimize the leave-one-out error the sum runs over all training
examplesXp and the model used to specify the classifier should not contain theX p vector in the reference set while
p(Ci|Xp) is computed.

Additional procedures.
Feature selection:
The simplest feature selection procedure is based on excluding successively each feature, reoptimizing the model

and comparing the final accuracy: if the accuracy increases the feature should be deleted. This method is quite
effective and has frequently improved the results significantly while reducing the number of features to a few
only. Many methods of feature selection and estimation of optimal scaling factors for features were reviewed by
Wettschereck et al. [24]. These methods either iteratively optimize the scaling factors on the performance basis or
assign fixed scaling factors calculating mutual information between the values of features and the class of training
samples or by summing probabilities (estimated using frequencies) of training vectors with non-zero values of
features for a given class (per category feature importance). These scaling factors after binarization are used to
select features.

A better (but ore costly) way to select features and at the same time to lower the complexity of the classification
model is to add to the cost function an additional penalty term, such as the sum of allg2

i or G2
i j . Unrestricted

optimization will of course lead to a very small values of all factors, therefore one should fix the scaling factor
of the most important attribute at 1 optimizing over all other attributes (renormalization is an alternative but more

complicate solution). Features for which the product of the scaling factorssi maxjk |X( j)
i −X

(k)
i | is small may be

deleted without significant loss of accuracy – after additional optimization of the scaling factors accuracy may even
increase.

Treatment of missing values:
The Value Difference Metric treats the missing value like any other symbolic value. Frequently the missing

values are replaced by some averages or ignored replaced by a constant additive factor in the context of distance
calculation. One method worth trying is to count the number of vectors in each class in the neighborhood of the
partially known vector in the subspace of known features. The largest cluster in this subspace should be identified
and the missing value replace by the value of the attribute at the center of this cluster. In effect localized averages
are used to replace the missing values.

Treatment of outliers:
In some applications the training vectors may be mislabeled. This effect may be included by assigning prob-

abilities of classesp(Ci|R) which are not necessarily 0, 1, and optimizing the values of these probabilities. This
should lead to base rate errors in regions where a few outliers survive. One method is to start from the initial labels,
i.e. class probabilityp(Ci|R) = δ(Ci,C(R)) and modify these probabilities to account for the neighborhood, adding
just one parameter to preserve normalization:

p(Ci|R)← (1−γ)p(Ci|R)+γp(Ci|R;M) (28)

This parameter should now be optimized.

Multi-model adaptive systems.
Instead of a single model that tries to provide one distance function in the whole input space several local

distance functions are defined around the main prototypes obtained using some initial clusterization method. This
corresponds to a local coordinate systems that may have quite different optimal scaling factors and orientation.
Various procedures to combine results of different models may be defined, the simplest based on selection of the
submodel with the minimum distance from the vector given for classification, and more sophisticated based on the
estimation of confidence of each submodel in a given region of the input space.

Using more than one model provides more adaptive parameters and should improve the results. New submodels
may also be introduced in an incremental fashion, adding local systems in the regions of space where classification
is less accurate.

Relation to neural networks models.



Threshold neurons compute distances in a natural way. If the input signals{Xi =±1} and the weights{Wi =±1}
are binary, neuron withN inputs and the thresholdθ realizes the following function:

Θ(
N

∑
i

WiXi −θ) =
{

0 if ||W−X||> θ
1 if ||W−X|| ≤ θ (29)

where|| · || norm is defined by the Hamming distance. One can interpret the weights of neurons in the first hidden
layer as addresses of the reference vectors in the input space. Threshold neurons are activated by inputs falling into
a hard sphere of radiusθ centered atW. Changing binary into real values and threshold into sigmoidal neurons,
for inputs and weights normalized to||X||= ||W||= 1, leads to a soft activation of neuron by input vectors that
are close toW on the unit sphere. In general the output function of a neuron:

σ(W ·X) = σ
(

1
2
(||W||2+ ||X||2−||W−X||2)

)
= σ(d0−d(W,X)) (30)

For normalized input vectors sigmoidal functions (or any other monotonically growing transfer functions) simply
evaluate the influence of reference vectorsW, depending on their distanced(W,X), on classification probability
p(Ci|X;{W,θ}). As a function of a distanceσ(d0−d(W,X)) monotonically decreases, atd(W,X)= d0 reaching
the value of 0.5. For normalized weights and inputsσ(1−d(W,X))∈ [0.5,σ(1)], with 0≤ d(W,X))≤ 1, i.e. only
a part of the range of the sigmoidal function is used. For normalizedX but arbitraryW the range of sigmoid argu-
ment is in the[−|W|,+|W|] interval. Unipolar sigmoid has a maximum curvature around±2.4, therefore smaller
weights of the norm mean that the network operates in almost linear regime. Regularization methods add penalty
terms to the error function force the weights to become small and thus smoothing the network approximation to
the training data.

Sigmoidal functions used in MLPs estimate the influence of weight vectors according to the distance between
weight and the training vectors, combining many such estimations to compute the final output. RBF networks
use Euclidean distance functionsd(X,Rn) = ||X−Rn|| and exponential exp(−d2) weighting functions. Using
combinations of sigmoidal functions (Eq. 24) to compute similarity of vectors has natural realization in form of
neural network.

Interpretation of neural classifiers as a special minimal distance adaptive systems is thus feasible and worth of
investigation. Neural networks used so far are based exclusively on Euclidean distance function. Usingσ(d0−
d(W,X)) activation functions with different distance functions leads to new, more flexible neural networks with
additional non-linear parameters. Big advantage of neural approaches is the ability to use fast gradient methods for
error minimization.k-NN and similar distance-based methods require more expensive non-gradient minimization
techniques.

III. Related work
A survey of the nearest neighbor methods has been published [23] but little effort has been spent on feature

weighting. Wettschereck and Dietterich [25] have tested several methods of variablek selection in different input
regions (multi-model approach in our terminology), using thek-NN method. Surprisingly, the results for real
datasets were sometimes worse than fork-NN with a singlek, except in cases where two datasets were mixed
together, each requiring quite differentk for good classification. Perhaps they have approached the problem in a
wrong way. An alternative algorithm proposed here is:
Take all training reference vectorsR, look atk neighbors, storek for whichX has correct class.
ClassifyX using the most commonk, not thek which classifies correctly most of the closestM vectors toX.

Lowe [22] introduced Variable Kernel Classifier based on Variable-kernel similarity Metric (VSM). In fact his
approach is a version of RBF method because optimization of distance scaling factors for each feature is simply
optimization of Gaussian dispersions. His formula for probability is:

p(Ci|X;M)=
∑k

j G(X,Rj)pi(Rj)

∑k
j G(X,Rj)

(31)

wherepi(Rj) is the known probability that the reference vectorRj belongs to classCi andG() is the weighting
function; this may be taken as 0 or 1, according to known classes, or estimated for a givenk using the leave-
one-out procedure. Optimization is done by assigningk neighbors to each reference vector. After gradient-based
optimizationk-neighbors are selected again and optimization repeated if necessary.

Lowe reports that deleting reference vectors from regions where classification is unambigious (if all neighbors
assign the reference vector proper class withp> 0.6) actually improved generalization slightly. Tests on the noisy
XOR problem with 4 inputs showed the ability to select relevant inputs and assign them larger weights.



Very recently Yang et al. [27] introduced a constructive neural method “DistAI" based on inter-pattern distances.
A single hidden layer of hard-sphere weighting functions is constructed, each covering as many vectors of a single
class as possible. This algorithm is similar to the network realization of the Restricted Coulomb Energy algorithm
[9] but the neural units realize the difference between two concentric spheres of different radiuses rather than a
single sphere (formally two radiuses, called “thresholds", are defined for each neural unit). The algorithm also
checks for a single attribute that separates the largest number of vectors from a single class. Distance matrix
between all vectors is computed once and sorted in ascending order; each rowi corresponds to distances from
the vectorX(i). Spherical functions realized by neurons of the “DistAI" network are equivalent to the reference
vectors selected from the training set by checking each vector (row) and counting the number of training vectors
belonging to a single class (it may be different than the class of the selected vector), i.e. checking in the row how
many consecutive entries are from a single class. The vector for which maximum has been found defines the center
of the new function and the minimal and the maximal radiuses are defined using the closest and the furthest vector
from this center. All patterns correctly covered by the new function are removed from the training set and the next
hidden neuron is defined. Since new functions may overlap with the old ones each new neuron has weights that are
on a factor of 2 smaller than the previous one. The worst case complexity of this algorithm is of the orderO(N),
whereN is the number of patterns. Although Yang et al. report very good results for many datasets the decision
borders of such classifier are far from natural.

IV. Results
Results reported below are still preliminary. The nearest neighbor approach is frequently the best among many

popular statistical, neural and machine learning classification methods. Methods presented in this paper should
further improve these results.

k-NN – results reported here are based on increasing the number of neighbors until a tie is broken. Manhattan
distance function was used in most studies (∑i |Xi−Yi|). Both raw and standardized data (zero mean, unit variance)
were used, since standardization does not always lead to improvement. We are using multistart simplex and
adaptive simulated annealing [13] minimization methods to find the scaling factors for optimal metric. These
methods are costly – minimization methods based on gradient techniques and simple search (“best-first" or “beam
search") techniques should greatly improve the speed of convergence without significant decrease of accuracy.

Most of the data were taken from the UCI repository [14] of the Machine Learning Databases, where more
detailed description may be found. Medical data include appendicitis (small data, 106 vectors, two classes, 7
attributes, data obtained from S. Weiss), Wisconsin breast cancer (699 cases, two classes, 9 attributes), Cleveland
heart disease (303 cases, two classes, 13 attributes), hepatitis (155 vectors, two classes, 19 attributes) and a larger
hypothyroid dataset described in more details below. Most medical datasets strongly benefited from normalization.
The missing values of features have been replaced by the mean for their class, although this is not always the best
procedure.

Detailed comparison of the scaledk-NN data with other approaches shows that even for small datasets results
belong to the best reported so far. PVM, Cart, MLP and Bayes results are taken from [15], C-MLP2LN from [16],
RIAC and C4.5 from [18] and FSM [19] are our own.

Unfortunately we have only a few results of the the leave-one-out tests to compare with.k-NN result for appen-
dicitis is very good. Standardization did not improve the results although changed the optimal value ofk from 8
or 9 to 23-25 (identical results for 3 values). Results from 10-fold crossvalidation are very similar for this dataset.
Best results are obtained from feature selection: only 2 features, 3 and 5 were sufficient, other features either de-
crease or did not change accuracy. Adding 3 features that did not change accuracy and using scaling slightly better
result was obtained.

For the Cleveland heart disease data the best results were obtained by FSM, with results from 10-fold crossvali-
dation being worse as much as 1.4%, but scaledk-NN results are also quite good. The best 10-fold crossvalidation
results from DistAI give 85.3%. Feature scaling does not give significant improvement for this data set.

For the Wisconsin breast cancer data the best results were obtained by our FSM method [19], with results from
10-fold crossvalidation being worse by as much as 1.4%. Scaledk-NN results were not significantly different.
DistAI results from the 10-fold crossvalidation obtained with the value difference metric gave 97.8%. This result
and the FSM result show that global parameters may for this dataset be not sufficient for accurate classification.

For the hepatitis data scaled results withk=21 for the standardized data are excellent. Results for the Cleveland
heart disease data are also quite good, although much better result obtained by FSM raises the question whether
a global minimum for scaling parameters has really been obtained. The stratified 10-fold crossvalidation were
almost identical to the leave-one out results, therefore it is interesting to give also DistAI results: the best results
with standardized Euclidean metric were around 85% but since the deviation was almost 10% we suspect that the
authors did not use stratified crossvalidation.



TABLE I

The appendicitis data. Accuracies given in % for the leave-one-out test

Method Accuracy

Bayes rule (statistical) 83.0

CART, C4.5 (decision trees) 84.9

MLP+backpropagation 85.8

RIAC (prob. inductive) 86.9

25-NN, standardized, Manhattan 88.7

PVM, C-MLP2LN (logical rules) 89.6

8-NN, Manhattan, features 3 & 5 90.6

scaled 24-NN, Manhattan 90.6

scaled 21-NN, Manhattan, 5 features 91.5

TABLE II

The Cleveland heart disease data. Accuracies given in % for the leave-one-out test

Method Accuracy

CART (decision tree) 80.8

MLP+backprop 81.3

FSM 82.2

C-MLP2LN 82.5

LDA 84.5

24-NN, Manhattan 84.8

26-NN, Manhattan, 1 feature removed 86.8

TABLE III

The Wisconsin breast cancer data. Accuracies given in % for the leave-one-out test

Method Accuracy

RIAC 95.0

C4.5 (dec. tree) 96.0

3-NN, Manhattan 97.1

3-NN, Manhattan, 3 features removed 97.4

5-NN, as above, scaled 97.6

FSM 98.3

TABLE IV

The hepatitis data. Accuracies given in % for the leave-one-out test

Method Accuracy

MLP+backprop 82.1

LDA 86.4

CART 82.7

FSM 90.0

21-NN 90.3

Scaled 3-NN 92.9



TABLE V

Classification results for the ann-thyroid dataset. Only the best MLP results are shown here.

Method Training set accuracy % Test set accuracy %

k-NN, Manhattan – 93.8

Bayes rule 97.03 96.06

BP+conjugate gradient 94.6 93.8

Best Backpropagation 99.1 97.6

RPROP 99.6 98.0

k-NN, Manhattan, 5 features – 98.0

Quickprop 99.6 98.3

BP+ genetic optimization 99.4 98.4

Local adaptation rates 99.6 98.5

Cascade correlation 100.0 98.5

PVM [15] 99.79 99.33

CART [15] 99.79 99.36

C-MLP2LN 99.89 99.36

The hypothyroid dataset was created from real medical tests screening for hypothyroid problems [14]. Since
most people were healthy 92.7% of test cases belong to the normal group, and 7.3% of cases belonging to the
primary hypothyroid or compensated hypothyroid group. A total of 3772 cases are given for training (results from
one year) and 3428 cases for testing (results from the next year). Many neural classifiers have been tried on this
data, giving accuracies up to 98.5% on the test set. Schiffman et.al. [17] optimized about 15 MLPs trained with
different variants of backpropagation and cascade correlation algorithms and performed tedious genetic optimiza-
tions on many MLP network architectures. The best results of this study [17] reach 98.5% accuracy on the test set,
while logical rules derived using MLP2LN method reach 99.1% accuracy.

The nearest neighbor method with Euclidean distance and raw data gives only 92.0% accuracy, below the base
rate! Using the Manhattan distance on standardized data accuracy of 93.8% is obtained, still quite poor. The best
k-NN results are obtained after selection of features. Features are turned off consecutively and the accuracy is
checked on the standardized training set with the leave-one-out procedure. Those features that do not decrease
accuracy were dropped. In effect 5 features were left (3 and 8, logical, and 13, 17, 21 continuos) and accuracy
is increased to 98.0%. Although the number of reference vectors seems to be large one should remember that
only 284 training and 250 test vectors from the hypo and hyperthyroid are present among the large number of data
vectors. We have tried to use soft weighting with the conical function and optimized radius but the results were not
significantly better (98.1% accuracy on the test set is obtained for k=5 andr=0.4, optimized using the leave-one-
out procedure achieving 98.9% on the training set). Removing reference vectors, performing selection of features
and optimizing the distance function using the sigmoidal functions should recover the rule-based solution giving
99.36% accuracy but it seems to be difficult to achieve.

Non-medical datasets included the ionosphere (200 cases, 2 classes), satimage (4435 cases, 6 classes), sonar
(104 cases, 2 classes) andvovel (528 cases, 11 classes) data from the Machine Learning repository [14]. Only
sonar data benefited from standardization. For the ionosphere we have the RIAC accuracy of 94.6% and C4.5 of
94.9% which are significantly worse than our results.

For satimage slightly better results (90.6% on the test) were obtained from conical soft-weightingof the influence
of reference vectors, and for vowel ther-NN method gives 57.8% accuracy, but in both cases scaling improves the
accuracy even more (of course one can combine scaling with soft-weighting andr-NN). We have looked at the
correlation between the accuracy on the training and the test set using the conical weighting functionG(d) =
1−d/αrk, depending on the value ofα. Peaks of maximum accuracy on the training data are not always correlated
with peaks of maximum accuracy on the test data, but selecting the highest stable region (i.e. not a single peak but
high plateau) on the training set (leave-one-out test) always gives significantly better result on the test set.

We have also tried the artificial data using the three monk problems. For the scaled 3-NN method in the first
Monk problem 100% accuracy was obtained, for the second problem 85.9% (in this case MLP obtains 100%) and
for the third problem 97.7%, which is an optimal result (the error is due to noise added to the data). All these result
are still preliminary since we are developing the software that should implement many models described in this
paper.



V. Summary and discussion
General conclusions that one may draw from these preliminary results are: scaling of individual features is very

important and can bring substantial gains in accuracy as well as reduce the number of features. Selection of a
fixed number of neighbors works usually better than optimization of one radius in which the number of neighbors
is counted. If the optimal number of neighbors is small weighting procedures do not contribute significantly to
accuracy. Much better results are probably achieved if local weighting functions are introduced, similarly as in
the RBF, where adaptation of individual dispersions is of great importance, or if theα-optimized soft weighting is
performed.

The minimal distance point of view leads to a fruitful framework in which many methods are accommodated.
We have found very few methods in the literature that try to improve upon the simplek-NN scheme. Hastie and
Tibshirani [20] write about adaptivek-NN classification from the linear discriminant point of view, advocating the
use of several local metrics in different areas of the input space, instead of just one. Friedman [21] proposed an
interesting way of adapting the metric based on a tree-structure interactive partitioning of the data. Laaksonen and
Oja [6] proposed to improve thek-NN reference vectors using LVQ techniques. Atkenson, Moor and Schaal [12]
discuss locally weighted regression techniques, minimal distance methods with various metric and kernel functions
applied to approximation problems.

All these proposals and many more may be accommodated in the general framework presented here. Identi-
fication of the best combination of procedures and adaptive parameters should allow for improvement of results
achieved by thek-NN as well as neural classifiers. Many possibilities to create fuzzyk-NN models remain to be
explored. Performance of various methods described here (as well as any other classification methods) depends on
the nature of the data given for classification and remains a subject of further empirical study. Bearing in mind that
so far we have tested only a few simplest methods our results, even for small datasets, are very encouraging.
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